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In searching for responsive, innovative ways to provide capital facilities, public services, afford-
able housing, and other municipal needs made more pressing by new growth and subsiding
federal aid, many towns have adopted or are investigating impact fee programs. Alternatively
called cost recovery or development fee programs, impact fee programs aim to charge developers
their fair share of the costs imposed by their developments. Widespread agreement on what
is and is not "fair" has not been reached, and there are compelling arguments both for and
against the use of such fee systems as expedient, equitable, legitimate service delivery conduits.
Because development fees are increasingly the subject of both praise and criticism, much of
this issue comprises discussion about them.
The first feature article by fames Duncan and Norman Standerfer evaluates impact fees from
a market perspective; the authors explore issues of efficiency, equity, and incidence from a
theoretical standpoint. The second component of the impact fee evaluation, a piece by Charles
Siemon, scrutinizes development fees on legal bases. Through a case study, the third article
by Scott Shuford offers a hands-on approach to structuring a workable cost recovery system.
Together, these three timely articles contribute to the greater understanding of impact fees plan-
ners ought to seek.
Jonathan Richmond's article and commentary depart from the discussion of impact fees and
aptly assess the reasons planners and policymakers make inadequate decisions. Using theory
and case studies of transportation planning to illustrate and probe these inadequacies, Richmond's
articles are conceptually useful and practically helpful, especially in light of the abounding
transportation-related debates surrounding impact fees.
This issue of Carolina planning also presents a light-hearted bit of advice about preparing
planning reports; a study emphasizing the applicability of one aspect of planning theory to
park and recreation planning; and an interview with Sister Joan Kirby, Director of Homes for
the Homeless. Sister Kirby offers insights into the causes and dimensions of the country's home-
lessness problem and she tells of the innovative way in which Homes for the Homeless is working
toward resolving the problem in New York City.
In addition to expressing gratitude to all who contribute regularly to Carolina planning's con-
tinuation, I would especially like to thank Harold Wilson and Roger Deese for their sugges-
tions regarding our journal's new layout; and Assistant Editors Heidi Walter and Irving Boykins,
whose participation in this issue was vital and whose talent and energy will surely serve Carolina
planning well over the next two years.
Russell Berusch
Editor
Carolina planning welcomes comments and suggestions on the articles published and will be happy
to accept new material for future editions from interested persons. Such material should be submitted
to the Editor typewritten and double spaced.
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